Portable Urinal
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Dear Customer
Thank you for purchasing the Portable Urinal. Never be caught out again. This Portable Urinal is 30cm long and made from unbreakable polyurethane with spill-proof cap and feminine adaptor. Discreet, hygienic and convenient, it's a must for the elderly or bedridden, and children on long trips. Great for boaters, campers and travellers. Always keep one in your car.

USE
Males use without attachment, females use with attachment. Note: User can choose which way round attachment is used, with the cup at either the front or rear.

WARNING
• To avoid spills take care when using this item and during transportation.
• Always fit the cap securely after use.
• Always carry the portable urinal using the handle.
• Maximum capacity: Approx. 1 litre.
• Do not exceed capacity.
• Do not contravene public order legislation when using this item.
• At the earliest convenience empty contents into a toilet.

CLEANING
• Clean thoroughly after each use with bleach or household toilet cleaner.
• Ensure item is completely empty before cleaning.

! WARNING
This product is intended for domestic use only.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Measurements: L30cm. Maximum capacity: Approx. 1 litre. Material: Polyurethane

Model No. EL6615

Please read carefully before use and keep for future reference

Imported and distributed by EasyLife Group Ltd, London NW1 0JP

Support Line: 0844 441 8448
For more innovative products from EasyLife please visit: www.easylifegroup.com